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▼

MOVE ME NTS

▼

✧ Prelude: Greetings — ♁ Encounter I: Terra Firma — ✧ Approach I
♃ Encounter II: World of Storms — ✧ Approach II
♄ Encounter III: World of Rings and Hexes — ✧ Approach III
♅ Encounter IV: World of Ice — ✧ Approach IV
♆ Encounter V: World of Darkness
✧ Approach V: In the Realm of Stars and Static

✧ About Voyager
NASA’s Voyager mission is an inspiring
story of both scientific discovery and
humanitarianism. Launched in 1977, the
observations made by the twin spacecraft
enhanced our understanding of the solar
system while the contents on board
proclaim our species’ existence in an
incomprehensibly vast universe. Now in
interstellar space, they will drift forever
unless acted upon by some unforeseable
force. Golden Record producer Timothy Ferris equated this
achievement to “…knocking on eternity’s door.”

✧ Prelude: Greetings
As you enter, greetings in 55 languages
welcome you to the space. They were
recorded for the Golden Record, a
vinyl consisting of natural sounds,
multicultural musical selections, and a
variety of spoken text. The discs were
attached to both spacecraft in the
event they are intercepted by sapient
extraterrestrial life in the future. That the
scientists involved thought it wise to include
so much music on such an important mission is a testament to the
esteemed place of art in our society. The English greeting that ends
the prelude was recorded by Nick Sagan, son of famous
cosmologist and Golden Record designer Carl Sagan.
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♁ Encounter I: Terra Firma
Inclusion of Voyager’s origin point as
the first Encounter is significant, as
the mission’s cultural and humanistic
side is every bit as important as the
knowledge it unlocked. The mallet
players start by drumming the morse
code for “hello” as they overlap with
echoes from the Golden Record
greetings. Later, the vocalist sings
into a vocoder, an electronic effect
that takes speech and converts it to a
synthesized sound. This unification of the human and the
technological is fitting given the duality of Voyager’s mission.

✧ About the Approach Movements
To illustrate the vast distances and travel
times between the planetary encounters,
these movements employ slow-moving,
ambient backdrops and the performers
disperse within the venue. Over time, the
degree of musical structure decreases as
the precise pitches, rhythms, amount of
improvisation, synchronization, and even
specificity of the instructions themselves
are less and less controlled. This mirrors
the drop in transmission strength received from the Voyagers which
are so far away (over 13 billion miles) that the signal wattage
received here on Earth is less than 20 billionths the power of a
watch battery.
There are tidy relationships between how often the planets in the
solar system go around the sun. Almost exactly eight years pass
here on Earth for every 13 Venusian orbits, for instance. The
resulting ratios were used to derive the rhythmic material and exact
musical intervals used in the Approach movements. Such ratios also
factored heavily into Voyager’s mission design as its launch was
scheduled to take advantage of a near-alignment of the outer
planets that only occurs every 176 years. Both spacecraft used the
gravitational pull of each celestial body to drastically increase their
◀
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speed. In fact, Voyager 2 did not acquire adequate velocity to
escape the solar system until its flyby of mighty Jupiter.

✧ Approach I
Time to Jupiter: 2 years. Distance from Earth: 390 million miles.

The opening drone of this movement is derived from the extreme
stretching of a synthetic string sound so that its embedded
harmonics are brought to the fore. The rhythms played on the
timpani relate to the Jupiter – Earth orbital resonance of 1:12. The
interval produced from this ratio is a perfect fifth which features
prominently in the design of the “Jupiter progression” heard at the
end of the first Encounter and halfway through this movement.

♃ Encounter II: World of Storms
Jupiter, king of the solar system, is
known for the beautiful bands of
storms that perpetually swirl in its
thick atmosphere. The largest and
most prominent one, called “The
Great Red Spot” (a maelstrom
thought to have been continuously
raging for over 350 years), is larger
than the diameter of the Earth.
The violence of these storms is
depicted with dissonant, aggressive mallet writing in mostly 16thnote rhythms. During a break in the tumult, a very old tune by
Spanish composer Thomas Luis de Victoria is presented. O
Magnum Mysterium, which translates to “O great mystery,” is
quoted as a nod to Voyager’s exploratory purpose.

✧ Approach II
Time to Saturn: 2 years. Distance from Jupiter: 400 million miles.

The 2:5 ratio of Saturn and Jupiter’s orbital resonance features
prominently in this Approach. The stacking of this interval results in
augmented triads, a symmetrical sonority with an endless,
otherworldly flavor. The high squealing and whooshing sounds you
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hear were interpreted from the plasma wave instrument package
aboard Voyager. The low, bass drum-like tones were picked up by
the detectors whenever the thrusters of the ship’s reaction control
system fired for orientation maneuvers. In essence, we are hearing
what Voyager heard as it left Jupiter.

♄ Encounter III: World of Rings and Hexes
Due to the particular setup of the instruments,
the imitation that makes up the primary material
of this movement is continually passed around in
a ring shape that both hints at Saturn’s iconic
adornment and provides a moving point of
interest. During the faster middle section, the
rigid exchange of upward arpeggios creates a
more hexagonal movement than elliptical. Such
a shape is clearly seen at Saturn’s north pole.
How this regular geometric shape formed within the otherwise
turbulent cloud layers eludes scientists to this day. After the return of
the ring-like imitation, notes are removed one at a time from the
independent lines to let the music evaporate.

✧ Approach III
Time to Uranus: 5 years. Distance from Saturn: 900 million miles.

Uranus’s 7:20 orbital resonance with Saturn results in a dissonant
musical interval that’s used prominently in the long melodies that
intertwine with each other in this movement. Each of the drone
layers are gradually moved up or down by this interval over the
course of several minutes with faster tracks bent upward and slower
ones downward. These harmonic strata undergo extreme stretching
in multiples of seven to create offset temporal patterns that, if given
enough time to play out, would take a very long time to finally align.
The percussionists are asked to listen closely to the audio and,
when they hear a specific note they are “responsible” for, activate
their instrument in the manner described in the score.
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♅ Encounter IV: World of Ice
Uranus’s mysteriously low core temperature
makes it the coldest planet in our solar
system. Its hydrocarbon-rich atmosphere
bestows it with a light green tint that is
simultaneously beautiful and bland.
The crackling and buzzing sounds you hear
were created using a modeling synthesizer
to simulate objects bouncing against a glass
resonator. The goal was to mimic the sound
of a string ensemble trapped under a thick
layer of fracturing ice beneath your feet. The performers are
instructed to add and subtract pitches from a large chordal stack in
response to the ever-shifting acoustic environment.

✧ Approach IV
Time to Neptune: 3 years. Distance from Uranus: 1 billion miles.

Given that Neptune has strong associations with the ocean (as the
Roman God of the sea) a more aquatic sound environment seemed
appropriate. The songs of humpbacks you hear were featured on
the Golden Record underneath greetings from members of the
United Nations. Applying extreme stretching to the whale song
resulted in the discovery of a beautiful array of lush timbres. By
pitch-shifting the audio tracks, the whales sing as a choir as their
squeals and grunts interlock and diverge.

♆ Encounter V: World of Darkness
By the time Voyager reached Neptune,
it took over four hours for signals
(traveling at the speed of light) to reach
ground stations on Earth. Taking
imagery of the planet proved especially
difficult as its deep-blue surface and
distance from the sun makes it 900
times dimmer there than here on Earth.
Like Jupiter, it has distinctive weather
patterns including a massive patch called “The Great Dark Spot.”
◀
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The mood of this movement is one that is dark but not bitter. A slow
vibraphone ostinato is gradually joined by other voices to create a
ponderous harmonic texture. Eventually, though, comes the
realization that, despite its long journey, Voyager is traveling 11 miles
per second at this phase in its odyssey. The low marimba roars in
with the Jupiter progression as the high part adds a blues-infused
filigree; a nod to Neptune’s azure hue. The other instruments pile on
as the tempo increases and a brief drop in energy re-introduces the
O Magnum Mysterium tune for just a few bars. The speed picks up
more and the texture explodes in a series of loud 16th-notes that
give way to a wandering, lonely pattern punctuated with soft,
sustained chords.

✧ Approach V
Time to the Gliese star system ≈ 40,000 years
Distance from Neptune: 17.6 light years (1.03 quintillion miles)

In 2012, Voyager 1 crossed the heliopause, or boundary of the sun’s
influence, making it the first human-made vessel to enter interstellar
space. Unless acted on by some unknown force, it will never return
to our cosmic neighborhood. On board is the Golden Record, a time
capsule of who we are and what we’ve accomplished, left to drift for
far longer than any of us could ever hope to live. Perhaps by the
time it reaches its next destination it will be the only evidence in the
universe that we ever existed.
Voyager still continues to transmit data about this new cosmic
frontier. In particular, the plasma wave detection instruments on
board measure solar phenomena outside the heliopause. By
interpreting this data, we can “hear” what Voyager’s instruments
were picking up during this critical mission juncture. In this
Approach, the delightfully weird array of squeaks, squawks, thuds,
and whistles form an audio collage which is filtered, imaged, and
balanced to shift the focus of the cacophony. Also present is Nick
Sagan’s greeting from the Golden Record, now pitch-shifted
downward to age his voice. The percussionists complement this by
playing a long snare drum roll (representing static and signal
degradation) followed by rolls on small glasses. The performers are
instructed only to create a very long fade-out, in their own time, as
Voyager and our token of humanity travels farther, and farther, and
farther, and farther, and farther, and farther, and farther,

and farther, and farther,
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AC K N OWL EDGEMENT S

▼

▼

The composer wishes to thank the following
individuals for their support of this project:

Michael Compitello
Director, KUPG

Adina Duke
Associate Director for Public Engagement, Spencer Museum of Art

Bethany Amundson
Conductor

The members of KUPG
Kip Haaheim
Composition Teacher & Dissertation Advisor

The Spencer Museum of Art Staff
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I MAGE C RED I T S

▼

All images used in Voyager are courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech

▼

UP COMI NG EVEN TS

▼

To explore more museum and music-related events, go to:

spencerart.ku.edu/calendar
music.ku.edu/school-music-calendar
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